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THE THEORY OF EVOLUTION IN GERMANY 

PROF. HAECKEL, of the University of Jena, may be re
garded as the most eminent Jiving representative of doc

trine of evolution in Germany. He has won a name for h1mself 
<luring the last ten years as the of several.remarkable 
works in various sections of Natural History ; spectally should 
be mentioned his monograph on the Radiolaria (_Berlin, _1862), 
which is, according to Huxley, one of the most sohd and tmpor
tmt contributions to zoology that have appeared for a long time. 
We owe also to him a monograph on the Monads (:Journal de 
:Jena pour !a ll:f!decine, &c., 1868), simplest of known 
organisms, and another on the Geryonidm or Hydron_zedusm 
(Leipzig, 1865); a history of the development of the Szphono
phorm a work crowned by the Academy of Utrecht (186g); 
a pap;r on the Sarcode bodies of the Rhizopoda (in the '.Jomnal de 
Zoolooie Scie1Ztijique, Leipzig, 1865) ; "Considerations on the 
Divi,;ion of Labour in Nature and among Men" (in the collec
tion of scientific treatises of Virchow and Holzendorff, 1869) ; 
and an essay on the "Origin and Genealogical of the 
Human Race" (in the same collectiOn, 1868 ; 2nd edition, 1870). 
There has just appeared a monograph on the Calcareous 
Sponges (See NATURE, vol. vii. p. 279),_ on. the 
author has been engaged for five years. But h1s pnnc1pal work 
is undoubtedly his "Morphology of Organisms," in which he 
has condensed the result of all his researches, and unfolded his 
views on Nature as a whole, its history, its constitution, and its 
development : it is a learned treatise on natural philosophy, in 
which the author has adopted out and out the system of 
Darwin. Indeed, on more than one point he goes much 
farther than his master, and does not shrink from any of 
the extreme consequences of principles. which are state_d 
by the English philosopher : it wtth truth that he IS 

more Darwinian than Darwin htmself. He mms, In fact, at 
filling up the chasm which separates the organic inorganic 
kingdoms, and is inclined to endow with life everythmg that has 
being, down to crystals and th; smallest matter. 
Haeckel, with .his comprehensive and ph.IIosoph!c has 
more than once applied the theory of evolutwn to certam moral 
phenomena, and notably to has always 
shown considerable reserve in th1s directwn. With respect, also, 
tc the simian origin of rn:m, he is much more explicit and pre
cise th:m the English naturalist. In short, as he does not con· 
fine himself simply to the exposition of theories _and 
a> he seeks to recover the marks of development m the particular 
genealogy of animal and vegetable organisms, he is compelled to 
commit himself to a great number of hypotheses, boldness 
it is impossible to deny. We do not s.reak thus. m the way_ of 
reproach ; we are none of those _who tlunk that scrence can ln:e 
on experiment alone; hypothesis has alway.s preceded_ 
ment, and has seemed to incite and throw hght UJ?On It ; It 13 
the torch of induction, and without it 1he human mmd would be 
doomed to sterility. Goethe has truly said that bad hypotheses 
are better than none at all. All that we ought to insist on is, 
that a hypothesis be abandoned the moment it is to 
tradict certain facts or when the same facts are more satlsfactonly 
explained by a ne,; One hrpothesis may be better 
than another in three pomts-( I) when 1t accounts for a greater 
number of facts ; (2) when it explains them by a smaller number 
of causes ; and (3) when it makes use only of known and 
involves a smaller number of accessory hypotheses. Th1s IS why 
Darwinism is preferable to supematural hypotheses; it only 
applies to the whole round of natural phenomena causes which 
undoubtedly explain particular facts-natural selection, adapta-
tion, and heredity. . 

Haeckel has with justice observed that if the doctnne of evolu
tion has not yet been universally adopted, it ought to be attri
buted to the want of philosophic culture on the part of the 
gre1t majority of contemporary naturalists; this is 
specially deserved by France, where Darwm1sm has httherto 
b.een much less understood than in England and Germany. "The 
numerous errors of speculative philosophy during the first thirty 
years of our century have brought such discredit on philosophy 
as a whole among the advocates of the exact and empirical 
method that the latter at present labour under the strange de-. 
lusion that the edifice of the natural sciences can be built up by 
means of facts alone without philosophic c6nnection,-with 

* from an article by I\{. Leon Dumont in La Rt vue 
tique for] anuary 25, 1873. 

simple notions unenlightened by any general conception. If a 
purely speculative work undisturbed by the indispensable con
ditions of empirical facts is a chimerical edifice whose inanity is 
exposed by the first experiment, ?n the other a purely em
pirical doctrine, composed exclusively of facts, 1s only a formless 
heap, unworthy of the name of structure. Rough facts are not 
the only materials ; philosophic thought alone can rear _them 
into a science. From this absence of the power of philoso
phising among naturalists p:oceed those g:oss mistakes ii_I the 
elements of logic, that incapacity to draw the srmplest conclustons, 
which are too clearly seen at the present day 111 all branches of 
the natural sciences, but particularly in zoology and botany." " 

Haeckel has given a rlsumt! of his theories as a whole 
in a series of lectures delivered at J ena in the Winter of 1867-68. 
These lectures have been re-published under the title of" Natural 
History of Creation" (Berlin, 1868; 2nd ed. 1870), in a volume 
which has already gone through several editions. What follows 
is an analytical expmition of the most important parts of this 
work. The thtee sections which immediately follow contain the 
substance of the 12th, 13th, 14th, and 15th lectures, which 
form a division of Haeckel's work under the title of "Principal 
Characteristics and Fundamental Laws of the theory of Evolu
tion." Haeckel discusses those facts of Embryology, Palreon
tology, and Chorology, or the geographical distribution of living 
beings, which are calculated to throw light upon the science of 
the development of species. 

Embryology 
It is astonishing how much ignorance even now prevails upon 

the embryonic development of man and animals generally. 
Just as the originator of the theory of evolution-Lamarck-had 
to wait half a century before Darwin came to rescue his doctrine 
from oblivion, and impart to it new life, so \Volff's theory of 
Epigenesis, published in 1759, remained almost unknown till 
18o3, when there appeared Oken's " History of the develop·· 
ment of the Intestinal Canal." It was only then that the study 
of Ontogenesis began to spread, and soon there appeared the 
classic researches of Pander (r817), and Baer (r8rg). The 
latter especially, in a book which marks an epoch ("History of 
the Development of Animals"), has established the most impor
tant facts of the embryology of the vertebrates with so much 
intelligence and philosophic depth, that his doctrines have 
become the indispensable basis for the study of that group of 
animals to which men belong. 

At the outset of his existence, man, like every other 
animal organism, is only an egg, a simple little cell, whose 
diameter is only one-fourth of a millimetre at the mo3t. It 
differs from the primordial cellule of the other mammalia only 
in its chemical constitution and the molecular composition of the 
albuminous matter of which the egg essentially consists. And 
yet these differences cannot be directly perceived by any means 
at our disposal ; but we are compelled by indirect conclusions 
to suppose their existence as the prime cause of the differetce in 
individuals. The human egg encloses all the essential elements 
of a simple orga1iic cellule: a protoplasm which bears the name 
of vitellus, and a nucleus or germinal vesicle. This nucleus is a 
small sphere itself enclosing another nucleus much smaller still, 
the nucleolus; exteriorly the protoplasm is enveloped by a mem
brane which is known by the name of zona pel Iucida. The eggs 
of many of the lower animals, as the greater part of the medusae, 
are on the contrary naked cells, which do not pos>ess this 
envelope. 

As soon as the egg of the mammal is completely developed, 
it leaves the ovary and descends, by the narrow c2nal of the 
oviduct, into the uterus, where, after fecundation, it becomes an 
embryo. This transformation is thus brought about :-the 
original cellule becomes divided into two cellules; on the pri
mitive nucleolus are formed two new specks, and the nucleus 
becomes separated into two vesicles, each of which takes with 
it half of the protoplasm. The result of this process is that in 
the heart of the vitelline membrane, which alone is not divided, 
two cellules.are found in juxtaposition, differing from the original 
only in being unenveloped. Each of these new cellules is in 
its turn divided into two others, so as to form four, which in 
the same way become eight, these eight, sixteen, and so on ; these 
successive segmentations producing an agglomeration of cellules 
in outward appearance resembling a mulberry .. The further deve: 
lopment consists in these cells assuming the shape of a sac (vESicula 
blastodermica), in the interior of which a liquid collects ; shortly, 
on a point of the wall which is composed of these cells 

*General Morphology, I. 63; I l. 447· 
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is produced a disc-like coagulation; their number rapidly 
increases, and this particular condensation becomes the embryo 
strictly so called, while the remainder of the blastoderm 
serves only for its nourishment The embryo soon begins 
to broaden into the form of a biscuit. Three leaves or layers of 
cellules can be distinguished, superposed like envelopes upon 
each other, and each having its particular place in the construc-
tion of the living being ; from the exterior leaf is formed the 
epidermis and the central parts of the nervous system, the spinal 
marrow and the brain ; from the central layer is formed the in· 
terior membrane which lines the digestive canal from the mouth 

heredity and adaptation, while no opponent of the theory of 
evolution has ever been able to account for it in a natural and 
philosophic manner. Haeckel concludes from this that we 
shall be compelled to admit Lamarck's theory of evolution if we 
are not led to accept Darwin's theory of selection. ' 

SOCIETIES AND ACADEMIES 
LONDON 

to the anus, with all the glands that are attached to it(the lungs, Royal Society, Feb. 20.-" On the Anatomy of the Land 
the liver, the salivary glands, &c.); the intermediate layer is the Planarians of Ceylon." By H. N. Moseley, M.A., Exeter Col-
source of all the other organs. lege, Oxford. 

The processes by which the three of cellules give birth Two new species of Land Planarians from Ceylon are described 
to the most complicated organs can all be reduced-( I) To new as belonging to the genus Bipalz'um (Stimpson), B. Ceres the 
segmentations, and consequently to an increase in the number of other to that of Rynchodemus, R. Thwaitesii. - ' 
the cells ; (2) To the division of labour or the differentiation of With regard to the habits of Bipalium, the most interesting 
these cellules ; (3) To the combination of these cellules, diffe. facts noted are that these animals use a thread of their body. 
rently developed. The cellules which comprise a living orga· slime for suspension in air, as aquatic Planarians . were ob
nism may thus be compared to the citizens of a state, some of served to do for their suspension in water by Sir J. Dalyell and 
whom have one set of functions to perform, others another; the cellar-sing does for its suspension in air. The of 
the division of labour, and the organic perfection which results the :rranarians was studied by means of verti_cal_ and longitudinal 
from it, enables the state to accomplish certain undertakings sections from hardened specimens. The skm m Bipalium and 
wbich would be impossible to isolate4 individuals. Every living Ryttchodemus closely conforms to the Planarian type but is more 
organism composed of many cellules resembles a sort of republic perfectly differentiated histologically than in aquatic' species and 
capable of accomplishing certain organic functions, which could approaches that of the leech in the distribution, colour ' and 
not be discharged by a single cell, an ama:ba, or a monocellular structure of its pigment, and especially in the arrangement 'of the 
plant. No rational mind would seek to explain by superhuman glandular system. The superficial and deep glandular systems of 
intervention the public weal which accrues to political society, the leech are both here represented. In B. Ceres peculiar glan
from the harmony of particular actions ; so also in the organism, dular structures exist, which may foreshadow the segmental 
all the adaptations to ends ought to be regarded as the natural organs of Annelids, it being remembered that these segmental 
and necessary consequence of co-operation, of the differentiation organs are solid in an early stage of development. Rod-like 
and the perfection of the cellules, and not as the intentional work bodies are )?resent in though, singularly enough, Max 
of a supernatural wilL Schultze failed to find any m Geoplana. These rod-like bodif's 

Until the brain begins to show itself distinctly, it is scarcely are. probably homologous with the nail-like bodies of Nemer
possible to recognise any difference between the embryos of the tines ; and it is possible that the setre of Annelids are modifica
different vertebrata, or at least of the three superior classes- tions of them. 
reptiles, birds, aud mammals. Why, then, should any one now The muscular arrangement in Bipalium, which is very complex 
refuse to admit the most important consequence of the theory of throws great light on the homologies between the muscular 
evolution, according to which men have descended from simious of Turbdlaria and those of other Vermes. Iu Bipalium there 
or even inferior mammal.s? Are the phenomena of the develop- is an external circular muscular coat, which even presents the 
ment of the individual man, the eadiest characteristics of which same imbricated structure which is found in it;., leeches and other 
are given above, less marvellous? Is it not in the highest degree / worms. In Dmdroca:lum lacteutn there is also an external circu
astonishing that all the vertebrate animals, belonging to the most Jar coat. In cases where a distinct external circular muscular 
diverse classes-fishes, amphibia, reptiles, birds, and mammals coatis absent, it is represented by a thick membrane, which is 
·-cannot, in the earliest stages of their embryonic development, very contractile. All Tm·bellarians are built on the 
be distinguished from each other, and that even at a much later same essential type, as regards muscular arrangement, as are 
stage, when reptiles and birds are distinctly separated from other worms. The general muscular arrangements in the bodies 
mammalia, man and the dog are still almost identical? The of the Bipalium and Rynchodemus have become much modified 
development of the individual (otttogenesis) is as difficult to ex- from of flat Planarians by the pinching together and con. 
plain as that of the species (Phylogenesis). It may be even said densat10n of the body, but they are nevertheless referable to the 
that it is still more so, seeing that it has an infinitely shorter time same type. 
in which to be accomplished. The former is nothing more than The digestive tract consists of three tubes, one anterior two 
a compact reproduction of the latter, and Haeckel rightly finds posterior, as in other Planarians, and as in the embryo 'leech 
in this parallelism the most incontestible proof in favour of the before _the formation of the anus. Characteristic of land Plana. 
theory of evolution. Man and the superior vertebrata reproduce rians, and consequent on the condensation of the body, is the 
in the earlier phases of their development conditions which last absence of all diverticulre from the inner aspects of the two pas
through the life of the lower orders of fishes ; they then pass into terior digestive tubes. The close approximation of the intestinal 
forms which are characteristic of the amphibia; the marks of the diverticula in Bipalium and Rhynchodemus, and the reduction 
mammalia appear only at a later stage, and even here are dis- of intervening tissue to a mere membranous septum, is very 
covered a succession of degrees which correspond to the charac· stnk1ng, and seems to foreshadow the condition of things in 
ters of different species or families. It is the same order in Annelids. The great difference in the form of the mouth in 
which the palreontological history of the earth shows us the suc· Rhynchodemus and Bipalium is also remarkable, considering the 
cessive production of the different animal forms-first the fishes, many points in which these forms are closely allied. 
then the amphibia, next the inferior mammals, and last the A pair I:u,ge water-vascular trunks, or, they are here 
superior mammals. termed, pnm1tive Ya.Scular trunks, are conspicuous objects in 

Side by side with these orders of ev.olution there is a sections of the bodic;s_ of_Bipal_ium and 
third parallel with them : it IS that IS found particu· A peculiar network of c<_>nnectlve IS charactenstic of these 
larly expounded in the works of CuVIer, Goethe, Meckel, canals . on section, and IS to present exactly 
Johannes Muller, Gegenhaur, Huxley, and forms the subject of SlDlilar fea!Ures m Leptoplanatremdlarzs, Dmdroca:lut?t lacteum 
comparative anatomy. This science seeks to determine what is J?othnoaphaltfs latus. The close agreement in the relativ; 
common to the forms of different species, and studies living position of the OVIducts to the vascular canals in Dmdroca:!um 
beings from the point of view of the of In and land The nerves ar-t 
this respect also we find that fishes, amphibia, and the mferior ganglia. of Plananans he Wlthm the pnnnbve vascular system, as 
mammals stand in the same relation to man as from the stand· do the corresponding structures within the primitive body-cavity 
point of embryonic evolution and of palreontology. Now, this of the leech. 
triple parallelism of individual development, of palreontological A marine Planarian was found to contain hremoglobin. 
development, and of systematic development, is completely In_ Bzfalz'um there are a series of separate testes disposed in 
explained by the theory of transformation, by the laws of pairs; as in the leech. In Rhynchodemus. the testicular cavities 
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